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Abstract

One big problem with information retrieval (IR) is
that the size of queries is usually short and the key-
words in a query are very often ambiguous or inconsis-
tent. Automatic query expansion is a widely recog-
nized technique which is effective to deal with this
problem. However, many query expansions meth-
ods require extra information such as explicit rele-
vance feedback from users or pseudo relevance feed-
back from retrieval results. In this paper, we propose
an unsupervised query expansion method, called Top-
ical Query Expansion (TQE), which does not require
extra information. The proposed TQE method ex-
pands a given query based on the topical patterns
which can create links among those more associated
and semantic words in each topic. This model also
discovers related topics that are related to the origi-
nal query. Based on the expanded terms and related
topics, we propose to rank the document relevance
with different ranking strategies. We conduct experi-
ments on popularly used datasets, TREC datasets, to
evaluate the proposed methods. The results demon-
strate outstanding results against several state-of-the-
art models.

Keywords: Topical Pattern, Information Retrieval,
Query Expansion

1 Introduction

Standard bag-of-words retrieval models, such as
BM25 (Lv & Zhai 2011, Robertson et al. 2004), have
the benefits of mature statistical theories and their
efficient computational performance which produce
reasonable good results. However, these models are
restricted on limited number of features that are from
query terms. Besides, the words in a query may not
be consistent and can be ambiguously understood or
interpreted.

Automatic Query Expansion (AQE) is considered
as an promising technique in IR to improve the ef-
fectiveness of document retrieval especially for short
queries. Most researches of AQE techniques involve
relevance feedback (Andrzejewski & Buttler 2011,
Maxwell & Croft 2013) and are always combined with
smoothing technique to improve the effectiveness(Yi
& Allan 2009, Zhai & Lafferty 2001), etc. But one
limitation of these methods in real Web search is their
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high cost in computation because fast response time
required by Web search applications.

Targeting on the problems mentioned above, in
this paper, we will propose a new IR model which in-
cludes a novel query expansion method and a novel
document ranking method, both based on topical pat-
terns generated from the document collection. The
proposed query expansion method can precisely in-
terpret the user interests even though only limited
features are provided and also can precisely balance
the query drift during the process of the query expan-
sion. The proposed IR model can efficiently retrieve
relevant documents because no online re-training is
needed. In the real scenario, if users are not very
familiar with the content related to their formulated
queries, they will not be able to provide interactive
refinement within a limited response time, therefore
the relevance feedback models are not suitable under
this situation. In contrast, in this case, the proposed
IR model will be much more useful.

The new proposed Topical Query Expansion
(TQE) model, can effectively expand queries with se-
mantic topical patterns. In the model, the discov-
ered relevant topical patterns are used to determine
the certain topics and uncertain topics for a specific
query. For document relevance ranking, this distin-
guish for the related topics can be reflected by differ-
ent weighting mechanisms. The rest of this paper will
be presented as follows. In Section 2, we review topic
models and related state-of-the-art IR tehniques. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the method of generating pattern-
based topic model. Then we propose a new method
for query expansion based on the pattern-based topic
representation and the topic-based weighting system,
which are described in Section 4. In Section 5 we
describe the ad hoc retrieval experiments and prove
the proposed model is significantly improve the ef-
fectiveness. According to the experimental results,
we discuss the strengths of the proposed model from
different perspectives in Section 6. At last, Section
7 concludes the whole work and presents the future
direction.

2 Related Work

Topic modelling algorithms are used to discover a
set of hidden topics from collections of documents,
where a topic is represented as a distribution over
words. Topic models provide an interpretable low-
dimensional representation of documents (i.e. with
a limited and manageable number of topics). Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)(Blei et al. 2003) is a typi-
cal statistical topic modelling technique and the most
common topic modelling tool currently in use. It can
discover the hidden topics in collections of documents
using the words that appear in the documents. Let
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Table 1: Example results of LDA: word-topic assignments
Topic Z1 Z2 Z3

d ϑd,1 Words ϑd,2 Words ϑd,3 Words

d1 0.6 w1, w2, w3, w2, w1 0.2 w1, w9, w8 0.2 w7, w10, w10

d2 0.2 w2, w4, w4 0.5 w7, w8, w1, w8, w8 0.3 w1, w11, w12

d3 0.3 w2, w1, w7, w5 0.3 w7, w3, w3, w2 0.4 w4, w7, w10, w11

d4 0.3 w2, w7, w6 0.4 w9, w8, w1 0.3 w1, w11, w10

D = {d1, d2, · · · , dM} be a collection of documents.
The total number of documents in the collection is M.
The idea behind LDA is that every document is con-
sidered to contain multiple topics and each topic can
be defined as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary
of words that appear in the documents. For the ith
word in document d, denoted as wd,i, the probability
of wd,i, P (wd,i) is defined as:

P (wd,i) =
V∑
j=1

P (wd,i|zd,i = Zj)× P (zd,i = Zj) (1)

zd,i is the topic assignment for wd,i, zd,i = Zj means
that the word wd,i is assigned to topic j and the
V represents the total number of topics. Let φj be
the multinomial distribution over the words for Zj ,
φj = (ϕj,1, ϕj,2, · · · , ϕj,n),

∑n
k=1 ϕj,k = 1. θd refers

to multinomial distribution of the topics in document

d. θd = (ϑd,1, ϑd,2, · · · , ϑd,V ),
∑V
j=1 ϑd,j = 1. ϑd,j in-

dicates the proportion of topic j in document d. LDA
is a generative model in which the only observed vari-
able is wd,i, while the others are all latent variables
that need to be estimated. Gibbs sampling method
is an effective strategy for hidden parameters estima-
tion(Steyvers & Griffiths 2007) that is used in this
paper.

The resulting representations of the LDA model
are at two levels, document level and collection level.
Apart from these, the LDA model also generates
word-topic assignments, that is, the word occurrence
is considered related to the topics by LDA. Take a
simple example and let D = {d1, d2, d3, d4} be a
small collection of four documents with 12 words ap-
pearing in the documents. Assuming the documents
in D involve 3 topics, Z1, Z2 and Z3. Table 1 il-
lustrates the topic distribution over documents and
word-topic assignments in this small collection. From
the outcomes of the LDA model, the topic distribu-
tion over the whole collection D can be calculated,
θD = (ϑD,1, ϑD,2, · · · , ϑD,V ), where ϑD,j indicates the
importance degree of the topic Zj in the collection D.

LDA has been widely accepted by IR community.
It was combined with language model for document
smoothing (Mei et al. 2008, Yi & Allan 2009) (typ-
ically like LBDM (Wei & Croft 2006)) and used for
query expansion (i.e., model-based feedback (Zhai &
Lafferty 2001) and relevance model with Markov ran-
dom fields (Lavrenko & Croft 2001, Metzler & Croft
2007)) techniques. The combination works mainly be-
cause that it takes the advantages from LDA’s multi-
ple topic representation for document modelling and
relevance feedback viewing each document as top-
ics to discover better query-specific topics. However,
most of these works assume that query terms are in-
dependent given documents, which makes query ex-
pansion can not always keep good performance.

The topical n-Gram model (TNG) proposed in
(Wang et al. 2007) automatically discovers term re-

lationships within topics and extracts topically rel-
evant and flexible phrases. Also topical PageRank
can extract keyphrases in (Liu et al. 2010). But syn-
tactically valid phrases often share low frequency in
documents which cause poor performance for some
queries. In (Bai et al. 2005), dependence models have
been incorporated to extract term relationships for
query expansion. This combination of terms are more
flexible than phrases and the expanded terms are de-
pendent to query and document. However, the risk of
query drift is still a problem in query expanding area.

To solve the problem, the concept of optimization
is prevalent for choosing relevant information. For
example, optimization is treat as a classification task
(Cao et al. 2008) that discriminates relevant from ir-
relevant expansion terms depending on whether they
improve the performance. The approach proposed
in (Maxwell & Croft 2013) focus on in-query terms
selection by defining informative words and incor-
porating global statistics and local syntactic phrase
to improve the performance. Optimised smoothing
(Mei et al. 2008) technique is a general unified op-
timization framework for smoothing language mod-
els on graph structures. Collins-Thompson (Collins-
Thompson 2009) defines a uncertainty set and mod-
els constraints to minimise the optimal loss over this
set. Our approach partially inherits the idea of “mit-
igate risk-reward tradeoff”, but we additionally pro-
vide more concrete and meaningful categories to es-
timate the expanded query and the methods are pro-
posed from different perspectives.

In this paper, we propose a new approach that in-
corporates multiple topics from topic model and asso-
ciation rule mining techniques, in the sense that dis-
covers semantic meaning of topics and inferentially
exploits related terms for original query. And we
also present a new ranking method to systematically
weight the different importances for all expanded and
original queries.

3 Pattern-based Topic Representation

Pattern-based representations are considered more
meaningful and more accurate to represent topics
than word-based representations. Moreover, pattern-
based representations contain structural information
which can reveal the association between words. In
order to discover semantically meaningful patterns to
represent topics and documents, two steps are pro-
posed: firstly, construct a new transactional dataset
from the LDA model results of the document collec-
tion D; secondly, generate pattern-based representa-
tions from the transactional dataset to represent user
needs of the collection D.

3.1 Construct Transactional Dataset

Let Rdi,Zj
represent the word-topic assignment to

topic Zj in document di. Rdi,Zj
is a sequence of
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words assigned to topic Zj . For the example il-
lustrated in Table 1, for topic Z1 in document d1,
Rd1,Z1 = 〈w1, w2, w3, w2, w1〉. We construct a set
of words from each word-topic assignment Rdi,Zj

in-
stead of using the sequence of words in Rdi,Zj

, be-
cause for pattern mining, the frequency of a word
within a transaction is insignificant. Let Iij be a set
of words which occur in Rdi,Zj

, Iij =
{
w|w ∈ Rdi,Zj

}
,

i.e. Iij contains the words which are in document
di and assigned to topic Zj by LDA. Iij , called a
topical document transaction, is a set of words with-
out any duplicates. From all the word-topic assign-
ments Rdi,Zj

to Zj , we can construct a transactional
dataset Γj . Let D = {d1, · · · , dM} be the original
document collection, the transactional dataset Γj for
topic Zj is defined as Γj = {I1j , I2j , · · · , IMj}. For
the topics in D, we can construct V transactional
datasets (Γ1,Γ2, · · · ,ΓV ). An example of transac-
tional datasets is illustrated in Table 2, which is gen-
erated from the example in Table 1.

3.2 Generate Pattern Enhanced Representa-
tion

The basic idea of the proposed pattern-based method
is to use frequent patterns generated from each trans-
actional dataset Γj to represent Zj . In the two-stage
topic model (Gao, Xu, Li & Liu 2013), frequent pat-
terns are generated in this step. For a given minimal
support threshold σ, an itemset X in Γj is frequent
if supp(X) >= σ, where supp(X) is the support of X
which is the number of transactions in Γj that con-
tain X. The frequency (also called relative support)

of the itemset X is defined
supp(X)

|Γj |
. Topic Zi can be

represented by a set of all frequent patterns, denoted
as XZi = {Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi}, where mi is the to-
tal number of patterns in XZi

. For all topics, we
have XZ1

,XZ2
, · · · ,XZV

and V is the total number
of topics. U = {XZ1

,XZ2
, ......,XZV

} is the pattern-
based topic model generated from the given collection
of documents. Take Γ2 as an example, which is the
transactional dataset for Z2. For a minimal support
threshold σ = 2, all frequent patterns generated from
Γ2 are given in Table 3 (’itemset’ and ’pattern’ are
interchangeable in this paper).

Table 2: Transactional datasets generated from Table
1(topical document transaction(TDT))

T TDT TDT TDT
1 {w1, w2, w3} {w1, w8, w9} {w7, w10}
2 {w2, w4} {w1, w7, w8} {w1, w11, w12}
3 {w1, w2, w5, w7} {w2, w3, w7} {w4, w7, w10, w11}
4 {w2, w6, w7} {w1, w8, w9} {w1, w11, w10}

Γ1 Γ2 Γ3

Table 3: The frequent patterns for Z2, σ = 2
Patterns supp

{w1} , {w8} , {w1, w8} 3

{w9} , {w7} {w8, w9} , {w1, w9} , {w1, w8, w9} 2

4 Topical Query Expansion (TQE)

The representations generated by the pattern-based
LDA model, discussed in Section 3, carry more con-
crete and identifiable meaning than the word-based
representations generated using the original LDA
model. Based on the pattern-based topic model with
layered structure and interpretable representation,
we will present the method of expanding queries by
our proposed novel Topical Query Expansion (TQE)
model for IR. The details are described in the follow-
ing subsections.

4.1 Related Topics Selection and Query Ex-
pansion

Given a collection of documents D, V pre-specified la-
tent topics can be generated and represented by pat-
terns according to the approach described in Section
3. From the results of LDA to D, V transactional
datasets, Γ1, · · · ,ΓV can be generated from which the
pattern-based topic representations for the collection,
U = {XZ1

,XZ2
, · · · ,XZV

}, can be generated, where
each XZi = {Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi} is a set of frequent
patterns generated from the transactional dataset Γi,
where mi is the total number of patterns in topic Zi
and each Xij in XZi is a unique pattern with corre-
sponding weight fij . This pattern-based representa-
tion enhances the semantic meaning of topics, which
can also be useful for selecting right topics that a
query may involve.

Normally, the number of frequent patterns is con-
siderably large and many of them are not necessarily
useful. Several concise patterns have been proposed
to represent useful patterns generated from a large
dataset instead of frequent patterns, such as maxi-
mal patterns (Bayardo Jr 1998) and closed patterns.
The number of these concise patterns is significantly
smaller than the number of frequent patterns for a
dataset. Based on the results on information filtering
(Gao, Xu & Li 2013, Gao et al. 2014), the topics that
are discovered from the collection of documents can
be better represented by closed patterns.

For a transactional dataset, an itemset X is a
closed itemset if there exists no itemset X ′ such that
(1) X ⊂ X ′, (2) supp(X) = supp(X ′). A closed pat-
tern reveals the largest range of the associated terms.
It covers all information that its subsets describe.
Closed patterns are more effective and efficient to rep-
resent topics than frequent patterns.

Association rule mining is to find associations be-
tween itemsets, called association rules. An associ-
ation rule is an implication in the form of X ⇒ Y ,
where X and Y are disjoint itemsets, i.e., X ∩Y = ∅.
The strength of an association rule can be measured
in terms of its support and confidence. Support deter-
mines how often a rule is applicable to a given dataset,
while confidence determines how interesting or strong
the correlations of this rule. X and Y are itemsets, X
is called antecedent and Y is called consequent, the
rule means that X implies Y . The relative support of
a rule is the percentage of transactions that contain
X and Y, the confidence of a rule is the ratio between
the support of the rule and the support of X.

Confidence, on the other hand, measures the reli-
ability of the inference made by a rule. For a given
X ⇒ Y , the higher the confidence, the more likely it
is for Y to be present in transactions that contain X.
The association rule suggests co-occurrence relation-
ship between items in the antecedent and consequent
of the rule.

For the pattern-based topic model described in
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Section 3, from each transactional dataset ‘Γi’ for
topic i, we can generate a set of association rules
which satisfy the predefined minimum support σ
and confidence η from a given transactional dataset,
and denoted as Ri. Based on the discovered rules
from pattern-based topic {XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV

}, for
a given query Q = {q1, q2, · · · , qn}, where qw is one
of the terms in the query Q, w = 1, 2, · · · , n, we can
discover which topics that the query is related to, as
well as the expanded terms of original queries.

The rational behind using pattern based topic
models to expand queries is topical patterns contain
more strong relations among terms and these associ-
ations create a reliable links between original query
terms and their related topics from which the best
terms can be determined to expand the query. The
detailed process is described as follows.

As mentioned before, the pattern-based topic rep-
resentation is XZi = {Xi1, Xi2, · · · , Ximi} for topic

Zi in which the pattern Xij =
{
x1ij , x

2
ij , · · · , x

lij
ij

}
is

a set of terms, lij is the length of this pattern Xij ,
supp(Xij) is the support of Xij . If there is a term
xkij ∈ Xij , k ∈ {1, · · · , lij}, qw = xkij , i.e., qw ∈ Xij ,
and qw ⇒ Xij\qw is a rule in Ri, topic Zi is con-
sidered as a related topic of qw. The pattern Xij is
called a topic-related patten of qw. The set of related
topics of the query word qw, denoted as RTqw can be
defined below:

RTqw = {Zi|∃(qw ⇒ Xij\qw) ∈ Ri, qw ∈ Xij} (2)

The set of related topics for a query Q is defined
as:

RTQ =

n⋃
w=1

RTqw (3)

For a query word qw, there could be multiple topic-
related patterns in XZi

that make the topic Zi a re-
lated topic of qw. Let Xi

qw be a set of topic-related

patterns in XZi
for qw, Xi

qw can be used to represent

topic Zi in terms of qw. Xi
qw is defined below:

Xi
qw = {X|X ∈ XZi

,∃(qw ⇒ X\qw) ∈ Ri, qw ∈ X}
(4)

For each pattern X ∈ Xi
qw , the expanded query is

X\qw and the relevance of X to qw with respect to
the topic Zi is defined as:

f iqw(X) =
supp(X)∑

Y ∈Xi
qw
supp(Y )

(5)

The relevance f iqw will be used to determine the
relevance of a document to a query in the retrieval
stage which will be discussed in Section 4.3.

A simple example is given in Figure 1 where we de-
scribe how to find related topics for word “trade” in
query 55. The minimum confidence in our experiment
η = 0.25. The related patterns in topic 59 are “trade
stock”, “trade market” and “trade exchange” in Fig-
ure 1. The relative support of the pattern “trade
stock” is 0.44, and the relative support of “trade” is
0.59 in topic 59, and 0.44/0.59 = 0.75 is the confi-
dence of the rule “trade⇒stock” which is larger than
η. As a result, topic 59 is one of the related topics
for the keyword “trade”. Similarly, Z28 is another re-
lated topic and thus RTq = {Z59, Z28} is the set of
related topics of keyword “trade”.

Figure 1: An example of finding related topics given
a keyword “trade” from query 55

As results, the corresponding expanded queries
contain “stock, market, exchange, import, world, for-
eign”. But among all the related topics, the associ-
ation degree with one word in the query is different.
Some related topics are highly related to the user’s in-
terests while some other discovered related topics are
actually rarely associated. So we need topic optimiza-
tion process to differentiate the various importance of
all the related topics to the user’s real interests.

4.2 Topic Optimization

In traditional topic models, topics are represented by
single words. One word could appear in different top-
ics since words suffer from the polysemy problem. In
our pattern-based topic model, the topic representa-
tion is more discriminative by patterns. Topical pat-
terns can capture more stable and meaningful associa-
tions between words. However, different combination
with the same word can often represent different top-
ics. For example, “south” in “south Africa” is country
name but it in “south west” is a direction. As a result,
not all the related topics generated using Equation (3)
can ’truly’ represent the user’s interests. Topic opti-
mization is such a process that helps to choose those
related topics which are more closed to the user’s in-
terests. In this section, we will optimise the selected
related topics, RTQ, for the query, and define a level
of certainty for these related topics.

A topic Zi is considered as the user’s certain topic
if it meets the following conditions:

• Zi is a related topic of at least keyword in Q, i.e.,
∃qk ∈ Q,Zi ∈ RTqk ;

• Zi is a common related topic of at least two dif-
ferent keywords in Q, i.e., ∃qh ∈ Q,Zi ∈ RTqh

Formally, the certain topics of the query Q , denoted
as T cQ, is defined by the equation (6).

T cQ =
{
Zi|Zi ∈ RTqk

⋂
RTqh ,∃k, h ∈ {1, · · · , n} , k 6= h

}
(6)

The set of certain topics can be considered as the
closest topics to the user’s interest because they are
related to at least two query words in the user’ query.
This feature is very important because two or more
words actually form a pattern. The pattern consist-
ing of query words can be considered a ’user-specific
pattern’. It is because of the ’user-specific pattern’
that the topics in T pQ are more certain to represent
the user’s interest.
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The other related topics other than the certain
topics in T pQ are considered as a set of uncertain top-
ics, TuQ:

TuQ = RTQ\T pQ (7)

A related topic in the set of uncertain topics contains
only one original query keyword and it only satisfies
the first condition.

Let RT pqw be the set of certain topics of qw and
RTuqw be the set of uncertain topics of qw:

RT pqw = {Z|Z ∈ RTqw , Z ∈ T
p
Q} (8)

RTuqw = {Z|Z ∈ RTqw , Z ∈ TuQ} (9)

4.3 Document Ranking

Original query Q can be expanded by patterns from
the representation of related topics RTQ based on
their property (i.e., certain topic or uncertain topic).
Expanded patterns of related topic (in section 4.1)
which belongs to the certain topics are called cer-
tain expansion, and patterns of related topic which
belongs to uncertain topics are uncertain expansion.
For different expansions, we assign different weights
to indicate their importance using a trade-off param-
eter λ ∈ [0, 1]. A constant λs ∈ [0, 1] controls the
relative proportion between original query and the ex-
tended terms, and a constant λp ∈ [0, 1] controls the
weighting trade-off between extended terms in T cQ and
the ones in TuQ. Also, the expanded terms have their
topical frequencies that can represent the their speci-
ficities in describing the meaning of the related topic,
which is calculated by Equation (5). The higher rel-
evance of the pattern indicates the more specific and
important of this pattern in this topic.

For example, query 58 is “rail striker”, the re-
lated topic for “rail” is topic66 in which the ex-
panded patterns are “transport rail” with relative
support 0.05918 and “rail train” with relative support
0.05477; the related topic for “striker” is topic84 in
which the expanded patters are “striker worker” with
relative support 0.06155 and “striker union” with rel-
ative support 0.05352. According to Equation (5),
the relevance of the expanded patterns will be “trans-
port rail”(0.5194) and “rail train”(0.4806) in topic66,
“striker worker”(0.5349) and “striker union”(0.4651)
in topic84. However, queries are always related to
multiple topics. The more related topics a query has,
the more diverse the query is, thus more uncertain for
this query. The number of related topics in RTqw , is
defined as word diversity of qw, denoted as div(qw).
For the set of certain topics, divcqw = |RT cqw | and
for the set of uncertain topic, divuqw = |RTuqw |. If a
word has high diversity, it will not be discriminative
in delivering the user interest therefore the impor-
tance weight should be lower than the word with low
diversity.

The principles of document relevance ranking are:
1) increase weights of certain related topics to user’s
interests; 2) balance the weights of uncertain related
topics to user’s interests. The expanded terms in
certain topics are assigned higher weight compared
with expanded terms in uncertain topics in which
the proportion is controlled by λf . At more spe-
cific level, diversity (div)of the keyword is used to
balance every possible meaning of it; the relevance
of the pattern f(X) indicates its importance in one
topic. #div×f(X)# together presents the specificity
of the expanded terms.

Table 4: Important Notations

Q the original query
T cQ set of certain topics for the query Q
TuQ set of uncertain topics for the query Q
RT pqw set of certain topics of qw
RTuqw set of uncertain topics of qw
Xi
qw set of topic-related patterns in XZi

for qw
f iqw(X) the relevance of pattern X to qw with

respect to the topic Zi
λp, λs trade-off parameters
bm(q) the BM25 score of term q

One unique characteristic for topical pattern ex-
pansion is that the expanded terms particularly for
an original query term are derived from one pattern,
and they only make sense when the original query ex-
ists in a document since the original keyword and ex-
panded terms together represent a completely mean-
ingful pattern. Another reason is the original query is
the antecedent of a rule which is a dominant element.
Therefore, our proposed document ranking requires
co-occurrence of the original query and its expanded
terms in a document d. The ranking score of docu-
ment d will linearly combine all these elements intro-
duced above. The document ranking is calculated by
Equation (10), the relevant notations in the equations
are given in Table 4.

score(d|Q) =
∑
qw∈Q
qw∈d

{λsbm(qw) + (1− λs){

λp
|RT c(qw)|

∑
Zi∈T c

Q

∑
X∈Xi

qw

f iqw(X)bm(X\qw)+

1− λp
|RTu(qw)|

∑
Zi∈Tu

Q

∑
X∈Xi

qw

f iqw(X)bm(X\qw))}}

(10)

4.4 Algorithm

To understand this process clearly, we formally de-
scribe the process in two algorithms: Offline train-
ing (i.e., generating pattern-based topic model for the
collection) Algorithm and Online Retrieval (i.e., ex-
panding queries and document relevance ranking) Al-
gorithm. The former generates pattern-based topic
representations and paves the way for the latter ex-
pansion system. Given a query online, the latter TQE
model expands the query with related topics and com-
putes the document ranking with topic-related pat-
terns.

5 Evaluation

In order to emphasize the effectiveness of our pro-
posed weighted query expansion model, in the exper-
iments, we only use query itself as the input without
user interactive information such as relevance feed-
backs. The hypothesis to be verified in the experi-
ments to be discussed in the following sections is that
the proposed query expansion based on the related
topical patterns generated from the collection is ef-
fective. This section discusses the experiments and
evaluation in terms of data collection, baseline mod-
els, measures and results. The results show that the
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Algorithm 1 Offline Training

Input: a collection of training documents D;
minimum support σj as threshold for topic Zj ;
number of topics V

Output: pattern-based topic representations for the
collection, XZ1 ,XZ2 , · · · ,XZV

1: Generate topic representation φ and word-topic
assignment zd,i by applying LDA to D

2: for each topic Zi ∈ [Z1, ZV ] do
3: Construct transactional dataset Γi based on φ

and zd,i
4: Construct user interest model XZi for topic Zi

using a pattern mining technique so that for
each pattern X in XZi

, supp(X) > σi
5: end for

Algorithm 2 Online Retrieval

Input: topic representations XZ1
,XZ2

, · · · ,XZV
;

a query Q = {q1, q2, · · · , qn};
a list of documents D′;
a minimum confidence η;

Output: score(d|Q), d ∈ D′

1: for each qw ∈ Q do
2: RTqw := ∅
3: for each topic Zi ∈ [Z1, ZV ] do
4: Xi

qw := ∅
5: for each pattern Xij ∈ XZi

do
6: Scan patterns and find qw = xij , xij ∈ Xij

7: if qw ⇒ Xij\qw ∈ Ri then
8: RTqw = Zi ∪RTqw
9: Xi

qw = Xij\qw ∪Xi
qw

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: for all qw ∈ Q do
15: Find T cQ by equation (6)
16: end for
17: for each d ∈ D′ do
18: score(Q|d) := 0
19: score(Q|d) is calculated by equation (10)
20: end for

proposed TQE model significantly outperforms the
baseline models in terms of electiveness.

5.1 Data

The benchmark datasets from Text REtrieval Con-
ference (TREC)1 (Voorhees et al. 2005) are used to
evaluate our proposed model for IR. For each dataset,
the queries are taken from the ”title” field of TREC
topics. A collection of text documents and rele-
vance judgements for each query are involved in each
dataset. Table 5 shows the datasets (AP, SJMN,
WSJ) details.

5.2 Measures

The effectiveness is assessed by five different mea-
sures: average precision of the top K (K = 5, and
K = 10) documents, Fβ(β = 1) measure, Mean
Average Precision (MAP). F1 is a criterion that as-
sesses the effect involving both precision (p) and recall

(r),which is defined as F1 =
2pr

p+ r
. The larger the

1http://trec.nist.gov/

Table 5: The Statistics of TREC corpora and topics.
The number of documents D is given in thousands

Collection Abbrev #D TREC topics
Associated

Press AP 243 51-150
San Jose

Mercury News SJMN 90 51-150
Wall Street 51-100

Journal WSJ 173 151-200

top5, top10, MAP or F1 score, the better the system
performs.

5.3 Settings

Firstly, we apply the LDA model to construct topic
models with V = 100 latent topics for SJMN, 200 top-
ics for WSJ and 300 topics for AP according to the
size of each data collection, using the MALLET topic
modelling toolkit2. Our experiments show that in-
sufficient number of topics will largely bring in abun-
dant expanded patterns into the topic model. We
run collapsed Gibbs inference for 1000 samplings, the
hyper-parameters of the LDA model are α = 50/V
and β = 0.01. We also pre-process all documents by
removing standard stopping words, removing num-
bers and punctuation.

In the process of generating pattern-based topic
representations, the minimum support σ for every
topic in each collection is set to 0.05.

For selecting the related topics, the minimum con-
fidence of a topical association rule is set to η = 0.25.

The trade-off parameters in document relevance
ranking are set as λp = 0.9, λs = 0.7 in experiments
for all the three datasets.

5.4 Baseline IR models

Three existing IR models are chosen as baseline mod-
els in the experiments, including one term-based
ranking model BM25 and two state-of-the-art topic-
based IR models, which integrate topic model with
language model and have achieved relatively success-
ful performance.

5.4.1 BM25

BM25 (Robertson et al. 2004) is one of the state-
of-the-art term-based document ranking approaches.
In this paper, the original and expanded queries are
all scored by BM25 weights. The term weights are
estimated using the following equation:

W (t) =
tf × (k + 1)

k1 × ((1− b) + b
DL

AV DL
) + tf

× log(δ +
N − n+ 0.5

n+ 0.5
)

(11)

where N is total number of documents in the col-
lection; n is the number of documents that contain
term t; tf is the term frequency; DL and AVDL are
the document length and average document length,
receptively; and k1 and b are the parameters, which
are set as 1.2 and 0.75 in this paper. Notice that,
in this paper, we use the modified BM25 in the part

2http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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of inverse document frequency (idf). The constant
δ is added to avoid the negative value of idf for the
common terms in the collection, we set δ = 1.

5.4.2 Topical n-gram model

The topical n-Gram model (TNG) proposed in (Wang
et al. 2007) automatically and simultaneously dis-
covers topics and extracts topically relevant phrases.
It has been seamlessly integrated into the language
modelling based IR task (Wang et al. 2007). The
generative process can be described as follow:
1) draw discrete φz from Dirichlet β for each topic z;
2) draw discrete θd from Dirichlet α;
3) the difference of TNG from normal LDA model is
to draw Bernoulli ϕzw from Beta γ for each topic z
and each word w; and
4) draw discrete σzw from Dirichlet δ for each topic z
and each word w;
Bernoulli chooses the assignment of the word wd,i to a
topic φj , which is used to determine whether nearby
content can be composed as phrases. Readers can
refer to (Wang et al. 2007) for more details.

5.4.3 LDA-based Document Model (LBDM)

LDA-based document model smoothing technique
(Wei & Croft 2006) utilizes Dirichlet smoothing
to smooth PML(w|d) with P (w|coll), then further
smooth the result with PLDA(w|d):

P (w|d) = λ(
Nd

Nd + µ
PML(w|d) + (1− Nd

Nd + µ
)

PML(w|coll)) + (1− λ)PLDA(w|d)

(12)

where P (w|d) is the maximum likelihood estimate of
word w in the document d, and P (w|coll) is the max-
imum likelihood estimate of the word w in the whole
collection. µ is the Dirichlet prior, which is set to
1000 , and λ = 0.7 in the experiment.

5.5 Results

Table 7: Comparison of the TQE model with TNG
and LDBM models. The evaluation measure is av-
erage precision. impr indicates the percentage of im-
provement of TQE over best performance of TNG and
LBDM

Collection TNG LDBM TQE impr
AP 0.2423 0.2651 0.3390 27.8%

SJMN 0.2122 0.2307 0.2375 3.0%
WSJ 0.2958 0.3253 0.3502 7.7%

We can see that TQE model outperforms the other
two baseline models on MAP value, achieves dramat-
ical increase for AP collection which is 27.8% and
minimum increase of 3.0% for SJMN. The significant
improvement is solid evidence that supports the hy-
pothesis.

From Table 6, we can see that the number of net
queries in AP, SJMN and WSJ are 99, 94 and 100,
respectively. Among the valid queries, 80.8% (80/99)
queries in AP, 90.4%(85/94) queries in SJMN and
83.0%(83/100) in WSJ can be expanded by our pro-
posed approach. This demonstrates that topical pat-
terns that are discovered by our model are the inter-
pretable representations and also effective at selecting
related topics which can be further used in query ex-
pansion. This results also support the hypothesis.

In the same table, we can find that in the ex-
panded queries across the three collections, 23.5%-
37.5% queries get improved under evaluation mea-
sure top5 ,25.9%-42.4% queries performs better under
evaluation top10, 53.0%-66.3% queries under MAP
and 51.8%-66.3% under F1 get improved. Although
the improving number of queries under top5 is small-
est but its average gain over all improved queries
are the highest, while MAP and F1 evaluation have
large number of improved queries but the improve-
ment value is relatively the lowest. To summarise
the performance, our proposed TQE consistently
performs excellently across all evaluation measures,
which proves the hypothesis that it is effective at
query expansion.

6 Discussion

The results on benchmark TREC datasets show that
this technique can result in major improvements for
a large proportion of queries. The reason behind is
that using topical patterns are to expand the query
can obtain more accurate and semantically related
terms. The significant improvements are also con-
tributed by the divisions of focused queries and scat-
tered queries at a topic level and different ranking
mechanisms based on the different queries for rank-
ing documents.

6.1 Topical Patterns for Query Expansion

Instead of using individual words as representation of
topics, we use stronger terms relationships by topical
patterns to select related topics as well as expanded
terms from the related patterns. Pattern-based rep-
resentations are effective at interpreting the semantic
meaning, thus the topical pattern based expansion
is more trustful in terms of semantics . At ranking
stage, the topical patterns are also effective because
they can deliver specific weightings with patterns (X)
and their relevance (f iqw(X)).

But based on our experimental experience, if the
number of trained topics is too small (i.e., V = 100 for
the larger collection AP) which can’t fit the topic par-
titions within a collection, the performance will drop
sometimes even worse than original BM25. The main
reason is that very low dimension of topics leads to
abundant patterns, which causes the related patterns
contain many noises. Therefore, the number of topics
directly affects the correctness of query expansion by
topical patterns.

The query expansion approach TQE is quite flex-
ible indeed. If the query itself is short, the related
topics will complement the features; and if they query
is verbose, the optimization of related topics will con-
verge to focused topics and decrease the effects of
noisy terms. Consequently, topical pattern for query
expansion is a good strategy for IR and it also solve
the mentioned problems.

6.2 Complexity

Many topical IR models require feedbacks which is
less efficient in retrieving documents after user’s in-
puts. Since our proposed model only need offline
training once which requires no extra online process-
ing time, it performs significantly outstanding on re-
trieval effectiveness and efficiency.

As discussed in Section 4.4, there are two algo-
rithms in the proposed model, i.e. offline training
and Online retrieval. The complexity of the online
retrieival is related to the number of terms in a query
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Table 6: Improvements of using TQE model compared with only using original queries. “Expanded Queries”
column indicates number of the queries can be expanded . For each evaluation, “impr.” shows the number of
queries get improved, and “avg gain” means the average improvement over the improved queries.

Collection Net Expanded top5 top10 MAP F1
Queries Queries impr. avg gain impr. avg gain impr. avg gain impr. avg gain

AP 99 80 30 0.238 36 0.196 53 0.099 53 0.070
SJMN 94 85 20 0.217 22 0.10 50 0.031 48 0.037
WSJ 100 83 23 0.236 28 0.123 44 0.072 43 0.044

and the expanded terms. However, the number is
always small and the calculation time is often accept-
able.

For offline training, the proposed pattern-based
topic modelling methods consist of two parts, topic
modelling and pattern mining. For the topic mod-
elling part, the initial user interest models are gen-
erated using the LDA model, and the complexity of
each iteration of Gibbs sampling for the LDA is linear
with the number of topics (V ) and the number of doc-
uments (N), i.e. O(V ∗N) (Wei & Croft 2006). For
pattern mining, there is no specific quantitative mea-
sure for the complexity of pattern mining reported in
relevant literature. But the efficiency of the FP-Tree
algorithm (Han et al. 2007) for generating frequent
patterns has been widely accepted in the field of data
mining and text mining. The transactional datasets
used in the TQE model are generated from the topic
representations produced by the LDA model rather
than the original document collections. The patterns
used to represent topics are generated from the words
which are considered to represent the document topics
by the LDA model. These words are part of the origi-
nal documents, whereas other pattern mining models
generate patterns from the whole collection of docu-
ments.

Moreover, the TQE model combines the topic
modelling and pattern mining linearly. Thus, in sum-
mary, the complexity of the TQE model can be deter-
mined by topic modelling or pattern mining. In most
cases, the complexity of the TQE model would be the
same as pattern mining since, in general, the com-
plexity of pattern mining is greater than that of topic
modelling. As them name indicates, offline training
can be conducted off-line which means that the com-
plexity of the offline training part will not affect the
efficiency of the proposed IR model.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents an innovative weighted query ex-
pansion for information retrieval including topical-
pattern based query expansion and document rele-
vance ranking. The TQE generates pattern-based
topic representations for every topic in a collection.
With these semantic topical patterns, a query belongs
to certain topics or uncertain topics can be expanded
with topic-related patterns. For the document rank-
ing, the TQE estimates the relevance from the aspects
of determining certainty of topics at general level, ad-
ditionally analysing related patterns with more spe-
cific features. The proposed model has been evaluated
by using the TREC collections for IR task. Compared
with the state-of-the-art models, the TQE demon-
strates excellent strengths both on query expansion
and document relevance ranking.

The proposed model automatically generates dis-
criminative and semantic rich representations for
modelling topics and queries by combining topic mod-
elling techniques and data mining techniques. The

following work in future could take relevance feed-
back into consideration, the related topics and pat-
terns discovered by the TQE will be assigned with
more precise weights.
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